Mask interface for continuous positive airway pressure therapy: selection and design considerations.
Continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) therapy is a clinical treatment for moderate or severe obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). Commercial CPAP mask designs normally come in standard sizes and the configuration is not commonly tailored to the patients' characteristics such as face topology, skin sensitivity, and severity of OSA syndrome; however, an optimal mask/interface selection is a key factor influencing the compliance and effectiveness of CPAP treatment. This review investigates the conventional CPAP mask design, its effect on OSA treatment, and the related risk factors that can lead to skin damage after long-term repeated use. Through a literature search on common databases, Scopus, PubMed, and Google Scholar, we identified reported facts on the influence of the mask interface and current trends toward customized devices. There is potential for optimizing the CPAP mask fit by adapting the interface to the patients' individual characteristics. This holds particularly true for users with abnormal features or simply outside conventional industry sizing standards. Enabling technologies for undertaking this adaptation include reverse engineering, computational modeling, and additive manufacturing. There is to date no integrated system that integrates those elements into a standard solution, but several studies have shown its effectiveness for specific cohorts.